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Despite settlements and deductions being

commonplace in the Consumer Goods industry,a 

majority of manufacturers are plagued bya slow moving 

and ineffective deductionsmanagement process. This is 

mostly attributedto manually tracking hundreds, if not 

thousands,of sales contracts, trade events, approvals,

and settlements on static spreadsheets. Thisbusiness 

practice ultimately creates financialblind spots, which 

skews return on investmentand adversely affects the 

bottom line.
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Business Challenge

BUSINESS CASE: DEDUCTION MANAGEMENT

Controlled Settlements Process Decreases 
Outstanding Deductions by 56%



A best-in-class deduction
management solution offers
critical tools to ensure your funds
have been allocated to cover
incoming deductions.
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A major manufacturer with an extensive portfolioto 

treat dermatological conditions set outto gain stronger 

control over its settlementsprocess. The first step was 

to gain better visibilityinto its trade spend dollars. A 

partnershipwith CPGvision helped drive deduction

management best practices and establishcompany-

wide transparency into trade activities.

Fourteen months after the manufacturerrelinquished 

spreadsheets for the CPGvisionTrade Planner solution, 

the company achievedsignificant dollar savings by 

closing deductionsfaster and decreasing the number of 

opendeductions sitting on its books. With the 

fullyautomatedCPGvision TPM software in place,

outstanding deductions (90+ days) dropped by56% and 

unpaid deductions older than 30 daysdecreased by 

70%.



By implementing a closed-loop platform that

automatically matched deductions triggered bya 

specific promotional offering, the manufacturer

experienced an improvement in overallsettlement 

accuracy. With trade fund accountsautomatically 

updated in the checkbook setting,the manufacturer was 

able to facilitate GLaccruals and link settlements to the 

correctevents quicker and easier.

Gaining Control

The Results

About CPGvision 
by PSignite

Electronic approval processes
from start to finish

Electronic file management for
each deduction record

Automatic compliance tracking 
through the entire approval 
process

Notification if deductions are
valid (or not)

CPGvision provides consumer goods 

manufacturers with multi-tenant sales 

and marketing tools built on the 

Salesforce platform. With over 150 years 

combined of TPM and CPG experience, 

CPGvision provides focused industry 

knowledge and a proven implementation 

strategy to bring cutting edge, cloud-

based technology to market quickly.

Unpaid deductions 
older than 30 days 
decreased by 70%.


